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Anna Fiske (b. 1964) is an author, illustrator,

and cartoonist. Fiske’s playful and distinctive

style, both literary and pictorial, has earned

her numerous awards and honours for her

works. Several of her books have been

published with great success in many

countries.
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'Shockingly direct! It is so

elegantly done, so nice and

easy, warm and with

humour as well as

intelligence. This should win

Anna Fiske even more

awards.'

Dagbladet, 6 out of 6 stars

'Honest and amazing! (...)

gives a proper answer to the

question asked by the title -

without nonsense, but in a

cheerful way. (...) Fiske has

made a complete non-fiction

about life that include us all.'

VG, 6 out of 6 stars

CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS

ILLUSTRATED NON-FICTION
Anna Fiske
How do you make a baby?

Hvordan lager man en baby?

Cappelen Damm 2019

80 Pages

ISBN: 9788202616878

English sample translation available

In her latest non-fiction book for young readers, Anna Fiske deals with a

question all children are curious about: How do you make a baby?

Using playful, brightly coloured illustrations, Anna Fiske answers the question

in the book’s title with perfect precision, providing parents and children with a

brilliant starting-point for further discussion.

How do you make a baby? is informational, funny and warm, and is suitable

for children aged 4 and up.

Nominated for the 2019 Brage Prize

The book is the first in a series, followed by of the independent

titles:

How to Start School? (Hvordan begynner man på skolen?, 2020)

What's It Like To Be A Grown-up? (Hvordan er det å være voksen?, 2021)

How to Talk About Death (Hvordan snakker man om døden?, 2023)


